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Can I Use It? “FAIR Digital Objects”

Turning FAIR into Reality 10.2777/1524 
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Can I Use It? Portable, self-describing “Data Packages”



“The demand for reproducibility of research results is 
growing. [There is need] to reference the exact version 
of the data that was used to underpin the research 
findings, and/or was used to generate higher level 
products. ”

Can I Trust it? Citation and versioning of Research Data



“Link rot” and “content drift”

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0167475

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0115253



http://example.com/file.dat

file://tmp/file.dat



http://example.com/file.dat

file://tmp/file.dat file://tmp/file.dat



Web references are mutable & “content 
negotiable” by design

http://example.com/file.dat

file://tmp/file.dat file://tmp/file.dat



http://example.com/file.dat

http://repo.org/file.dat

http://archive.net/file.dat

DOI redirection/multi-resolution

http://doi.org/10.1234/abcde



Can I find it? Persistent Identifiers and link rot



Arnap & Hutchinson 2006 10.1145/1179509.1179514

Can I trust it? Persistent Identifiers and content drift

doi: 10.1000/182

2004 (Version 4) 2019 (Version > 6)



“persistence is purely a matter of service and is neither 
inherent in an object nor conferred on it by a particular 
naming syntax. The best that an identifier can do is to 
lead users to the services that support robust reference.”

- J. Kunze et al. “The ARK Identifier Scheme”
https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-kunze-ark-18

https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-kunze-ark-18


“The demand for reproducibility of research results is 
growing. [There is need] to reference the exact version 
of the data that was used to underpin the research 
findings, and/or was used to generate higher level 
products. ”

Can I Trust it? Citation and versioning of Research Data



Can I trust it? DOI Versioning

Any C.U.D. operation on files triggers a new 
version.



Can I trust it? Allowing content verification with checksums



https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01865790

Can I trust it? Content-Addressing for research data?

Content-addressed PID scheme: 
swh:1:cnt:94a9ed024d3859793618152ea559a168bbcbb5e2

“Identifiers for Digital Objects” rather than “Digital Identifiers of Objects”  



“it is really about the ability to trust your data. I guarantee you, if you put your data in Git, you can 
trust the fact that five years later after it was converted from your hard disk to your DVD to whatever 
new technology and you copied it along, you can verify that the data you get back out is the exact 
same as the data you put in.”

- Linus Torvalds

“if you cannot guarantee that what I put in […] comes out exactly the same, your system is not worth using”

Can I trust it? Content-addressed and distributed systems



http://site.com/data/pids.pdf

ipfs://zdj7WjqNrjReTcEveRh/pids.pdf
Image: @protocollabs

LOCATION-ADDRESSING

CONTENT-ADDRESSING

https://twitter.com/protocollabs


slide:@flyingzumwalt

http://example.com/file.dat

http://repo.org/file.dat

http://archive.org/file.dat

Replicas compete to be THE LOCATION

https://twitter.com/flyingzumwalt
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ipfs://zdj7WjqNrjReTcEveRh
gcsXsJvSGwLxJ7js1R7ZCz
NaQSKuTh

https://twitter.com/flyingzumwalt


Immutability != permanent/persistent availability
● Who coordinates ‘nodes of last resort’ (c.f. LOCKSS, Keepers Registry)?

● Persistent availability of large amounts of research data = Collective 
Action Problem (see: 10.5334/kula.7)

How long is long enough?
● Inevitability of hash collisions (at some stage)?

● For the scholarly record, you still need an indirection layer, to be able to 
update citations to point at new hashes (sound familiar?)

● Indeed, we need an indirection layer which allows upgrading between 
technology stacks and protocols (sound familiar?)

Great, so let’s just use IPFS…?

“persistence is purely a matter of service”



title
…
…
contentURL
checksum

“Kernel record/metadata"

Can I trust it?  Content-address + Indirection

vDOI



Can I trust it?  What’s the right recipe?

title
…
…
contentURL
checksum

“Kernel record/metadata"



Answers?


